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Street dance dance is a 
term, used to describe dance 
styles in the  streets, school 

yards and nightclubs. 



Street Dance is a mix of various 
dancing genres, beginning from 

style Hip-Hop and to Break Dance. 
Street Dance has been born in 

streets of cities, noisy roads and 
includes elements of a jazz and 

classics. 



Street dance  began appearing in the 
United States in the 1970s,  These 

dances are popular as a form of 
physical exercise, an art form, and 

for competition, and are today 
practiced both at dance studios and 

other spaces. Some schools use street 
dance as a form of physical education.
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Impro
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Dancers interpret 

the existing moves 

freely and even 

invent new ones to 

create a personal 

style of their own.





Today, serious street dance 
competitions are increasingly 

popular, and a number of large 
annual international events are 
taking place around the world, 

such as Battle of the Year, Juste 
Debout and House Dance 

International. 

Competitions



Some of the most famous 
street dance styles of today, 
such as breakdance, popping 
and locking, began appearing 

around the 1970s. 

Style
s





More recently, new street dance 
styles are emerging. Krumping,  is an 

example of such a style that just 
recently became publicly known.  Such 
styles are generally focused more on 
choreography and performance and 
less on improvisation and battles. 



 In general, street dance is based 
on unique style or on the emotions 
expressed through dance, usually 
connected with a certain genre of 
music. New dancing movements 
come to light on the basis of 
sensations, dance constantly 

develops. 



 All movements have been born in 
streets. Street Dance it is possible to 
dance as in steam, and to one, or in a 

circle of the same fans of modern 
dances. 



Any interested person, even without 
any special preparation can dance 

Street Dance. 
In this dance of a shower receives a 
relaxation, and the body moves itself 

to a step to music. 





At desire you can learn this kind 
of dances at specialised schools of 
modern dance. Skilled teachers in 
a short space of time will make of 

you the quite good dancer.



These dances are very useful to the 
person from the point of view of 
development of coordination of 

movements, strengthening of muscles 
of hands and feet, development of 

respiratory system.  



By means of movements of this 
dance you will get rid of negative 
energy, splash out the emotions 

outside.



 Popularity of this 
dancing style is huge 

among youth.  Elements 
of Street Dance are 
used directly by a 

scenic choreography of 
the most popular 

musical executors with 
a world name.



There are many various directions: 
goths, emo, skinheads. It is impossible 
to tell precisely if it is well  or bad! 
After all each person has his own  

opinion! Tastes differ!

My 
opinion



Thanks for 
attention!


